Splash Zone Options
Interactive Play Panels: All panels are 595mm H x 800mm W

SZ001 Underwater Sub
Visual stimuli with a bright, colourful
design. Comes with a clear dome or a
flat mirror.

SZ004 Splash Mirror
Visual stimulation through light
reflection, image and movement
reflection. Fun design for young
children.

SZ007 Whirlpool
Auditory stimulation (children must
work out that they need to turn the
wheels in order to produce sound),
action and reaction thought.

Splash Zone
Create a toddler play area with our “mix and
splash” off the shelf interactive play range. A
Splash Zone is ideal for bringing life to a beach
area or toddler pool.
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• No need for a water supply
• Easy to install and maintain
• Provides high visual impact

SZ002 Sea Serpent
Get the ball bearings from one end
of the serpent to the other. The panel
requires problem solving and provides
auditory and visual stimulation.

SZ005 Underwater Bubble
Visual stimuli with a bright, colourful
design. Comes with a clear dome or a
flat mirror.

SZ008 Underwater Diver
Visual stimuli with a bright, colourful
design. Comes with a clear dome or a
flat mirror.

SZ003 Who Pairs Wins
A classic pairs game calling on problem
solving, memory, sequencing and symbol
recognition skills.

SZ006 Treasure Island
Children need to find the correct path
for the ball to take through the treasure
map. This requires focus and problem
solving, great for mental stimulation.

SZ009 Hidden Treasure
By spinning the treasure coins children
will reveal mirrors that bounce and
reflect light. Visual and mental
stimulation.

The Sensory Play Panels are used a lot and we have also arranged them so they act as a kind of barrier
to slow the kids down running from the Splash Zone into the pool. Although it cannot all be attributed to
the Splash Zone I am certain it has played a major role with income up by as much as 20% most months and
considerably more in others. Teaming up with Hippo to create our Splash Zone has been a huge success with
many positive comments from customers who return again and again!
Bernard McPeake, Manager & Director, Dalton Leisure Centre
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Toddler Slide Options

SZ010 Swim Challenge
A game for young tots aimed at
increasing water confidence.

SZ011 Tactile Panel
Provide great under water visual
stimulation. Available in a number of
themes including octopus, turtle, fish
and crab.

SZ012 Mirrored Porthole
Children can have fun peering through
the porthole and watching their
reflection.

Interactive Play Panel Display Options:

TS001 Under the Sea Toddler Slide
Features a port hole mirror and fish with spinning eyes.
Dimensions: 2400mm x 500mm x 1000mm
SZ013 Stainless Steel
Leg Mounting System
Legs enable panels to be located almost
anywhere around your pool and are
great for forming barriers around
toddler play areas.

SZ014 Wall Mounting System
Fix panels to walls around the edge of a
pool, or in areas such as changing rooms
or cafes.

SZ015 Double Sided Panel
Most panels can be made to feature
designs on both sides, allowing children
to play on each side.

We invested in a children’s pirate themed
slide which has been a hit for the under 5’s.
Tanya, Waves Leisure Pool Manager,
Torquay Riviera Centre.

Water Table:

SZ016 Interactive Wall Panels
Bright and tactile underwater design with a series of moving parts, domes and mirrors
providing tactile, visual and auditory stimulation. Available in custom sizes and can be
installed separately or alongside each other to create a row of connecting panels. Water
features such as jets can be incorporated if a water supply is available. Themes include:
Underwater Sub, Sea Serpent, Who Pairs Wins, Splash Mirror, Underwater Bubble,
Treasure Island, Whirlpool, Underwater Diver, Hidden Treasure and Swim Challenge.

The Hippo products
installed at Water Meadows
have provided a great mix of
slides, water movement and
play for our toddler market. It
really has turned a flat leisure
pool into a vibrant family
Splash Zone and that has
translated into a significant
uplift in patronage levels.
Paul Street, Water Meadows
Leisure Centre.

TS002 Pirate Toddler Slide
Features a port hole mirror and spinning treasures.
Dimensions: 2400mm x 500mm x 1000mm
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SZ017 Squirt Station
A multi-play water table providing 4 different water effects. Water
will flow down a series of interactive channels allowing children to
manipulate the flow in a number of ways.
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I like the Treasure
Island panel the best
because the maze game
is fun and it spins.
Henry, Aged 6
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